Rosenblith, Spitzer explore pass-fail during summer

(Continued from Page 12)

Later that year the faculty was visited by the senior pass-fail idea, eventually passing the program in time for second term 1967.

The freshman issue remained dormant until Prof. Rosenblith was elected the new Chairman of the Faculty (ex-officio Chairman of CESP). Dean Gray, the freshmen advisors, and Prof. Rosenblith decided not to get overly involved in the problem since the school year was drawing to a close. Instead, over this past summer there were discussions on the matter. Mark Spitzer '68, SCEP Chairman, remained in Boston and spoke with Prof. Rosenblith about the issues.

Early this term the CESP began serious discussions with intentions of coming to a decision. The faculty has not turned down a CESP proposal since 1964 when major curriculum changes touched off considerable debate. It is expected that CESP proposal will also initiate much debate, but some administration and faculty believe a final decision is possible by the end of December.
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